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Some interesting highlights in Amsterdam include
Boeing’s call for the industry to better collaborate
and unleash the power of data as a way for airlines to reduce costs and increase efficiency. The
airline industry this far has been quite hesitant in
sharing information from this data. One solution
is possibly for IATA to establish some sort of platform for standardisation in the industry.
Information generated by data can be applied in
various ways depending on the application. For
instance, an increasing number of airlines are essentially ‘crowd sourcing’ weather data to make
flying safer and reduce costs. This is being done
through some advanced software that automates

turbulence data reporting, a process that typically
has been done in a manual/sporadic fashion by
pilots. The software, known as Total Turbulence,
measures the intensity of turbulence using g-force
sensors built in to the aircraft. It then automatically reports that data to other planes and flight
controllers, providing a more detailed and consistent report about turbulence to other planes in
the area. The end result is a reduction in flight
attendant and passenger injuries and smoother
flights.
This software has been installed in a number of
airlines, including American’s fleet. With all the
aircraft automatically reporting back on a regular
basis, airlines are now essentially crowd sourcing
their turbulence data.
Happy reading!
Keith Mwanalushi
Editor
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Advanced diagnostics and prognostics solutions are
avaialble for turboprop operators.
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TAAG Angola Airlines signs with
Aerotechnic Industries
The Angolan national airline commissioned
an Aerotechnic Industries (ATI), AFI KLM E&M
and Royal Air Marocs’ 50/50 joint venture to
perform a C Check on one of its Boeing 737
Next Generation aircraft. The maintenance
check took place at the ATI site, Mohammed V
Airport, Casablanca. ATI made a slot available
with very short notice and performed the required maintenance check in the agreed time
frame, with the highest standard of quality.

HAECO Americas to exit line maintenance services segment in the USA
Spirit AeroSystems delivers key components for 500th Boeing 787 Dreamliner
Photo: Spirit AeroSystems

Spirit AeroSystems delivers key components for 500th Boeing 787 Dreamliner
Spirit AeroSystems has successfully delivered
key components to Boeing for the 500th 787
Dreamliner. Spirit builds the 787 forward fuselage and engine pylons at its Wichita, Kan.,
facility and the wing fixed leading edge and
wing moveable leading edge in Tulsa, Okla.,
and Subang, Malaysia. The company has
been delivering these assemblies and components to the 787 program since 2007 and unit
500 was delivered to Boeing in September.

Spectre Air Capital announces launch
order for B737-700 & 800 Freighter
conversions
Texas-based aircraft lease-finance specialist
Spectre Air Capital announced a significant
development in Spectre’s continued rapid
growth: An initial order of 15 firm plus rolling options for 737-700 and 737-800 passenger-to-freighter conversions with Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI), and a launch order from Seoul Korea-based Air Incheon for
three 737-800 freighters, on long-term lease
for delivery beginning in 2017. Jordan Jaffe,
Spectre’s CEO and co-founder, commented
“Demand for express freighters is at an alltime high, with hundreds more required in the
coming years to meet the demand created by
rapid growth in e-commerce and expansion
of the global middle class. The classic freighter feedstock is becoming increasingly scarce
and overly expensive for their age. We intend
to leverage our ability to purchase in fleetsized transactions to offer next-generation
freighters with attractive economics. Spectre’s
order means that 737-700 and 737-800
freighters will be available on a turnkey basis
for lease and purchase to forward-thinking

customers beginning from Q1 2017 (-700F)
and Q3 2017 (-800F), with Spectre taking
the attendant technical, financial and schedule risks inherent with aircraft acquisition and
PTF modification programs such as these.”
Spectre’s large 737NG freighter commitment
follows its 20-aircraft Boeing 767-300ER program collaboration earlier this year with aircraft trading partner Jetran, LLC, the majority
of which will become freighters and operated
in support of e-commerce giants such as Amazon’s Prime Air and China-based Alibaba.

Ryanair expands aircraft maintenance base in Kaunas, Lithuania
Irish low-cost carrier Ryanair is expanding
its maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
base in Kaunas, Lithuania. Ryanair is planning
to invest around €250,000 ($US275,000) into
expanding the facilities of its maintenance
unit, Kaunas Aircraft Maintenance Services
(KAMS), which is located at Kaunas International Airport. According to KAMS’ accountable manager, Karolis Čepukas, a range of
new workshops will be opened at the facility
thanks to this new investment. “This year, the
expected volume of airframe maintenance and
aircraft components in Kaunas is increasing,”
said Mr Čepukas, “so it was decided to open
additional workshops for aircraft components
within our existing hangars. We are opening
workshops for repairing aircraft airstairs, filling
oxygen cylinders, and working on metal and
composite parts. In addition, we will be hiring
additional aircraft airframe technicians,” he
explained. The company expects its turnover to
jump 20% this year, and is planning a 30% increase in the number of aircraft maintenance,
repair and overhaul specialists it employs. After the expansion, around 140 specialists will
be employed at the facility.

HAECO Americas, a subsidiary of the HAECO Group with headquarters in Greensboro,
North Carolina, USA, has reported that it will
be exiting its line maintenance services segment in the USA to focus resources on its principal businesses: MRO Services and Cabin
Solutions. The Company expects to systematically end operations at most locations by
the end of 2016. The Greensboro, NC location will not close. This adjustment in business
strategy will only affect the locations in the
United States operated by HAECO Americas.
All global line maintenance locations outside
of the United States, operated by the HAECO
Group, will remain in service. As announced
in August, HAECO Americas’ expansion of
the MRO Services business continues with site
preparation having commenced on Hangar
5 at the Piedmont Triad International Airport.
Concurrently, the Cabin Solutions business is
transitioning into a larger, newly renovated
manufacturing facility in High Point, NC to
accommodate production of a full line of aircraft interior products. These key strategic initiatives will remain the focus of growth efforts
for both core businesses.

Cathay Pacific Airways signs landing
gear support agreements with Revima
Cathay Pacific Airways has signed long-term
maintenance agreements with Revima for the
support of landing gear installed on the airline’s Boeing 777-300 aircraft and on Airbus
A320/321 aircraft operated by its subsidiary,
Dragonair - which will soon be rebranded as
Cathay Dragon. Through these multi-year
agreements, Revima will provide repair and
maintenance services of landing gear and
related components for Cathay Pacific’s Boeing 777-300 and A320/321 fleet, with an
exchange solution. Revima will also provide
engineering and on-site support.

AviTrader MRO - October 2016
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News from Lufthansa Technik
aircraft programs launched by five different aircraft manufacturers. To date, airlines
around the world have ordered about 8,200
of the engines incorporating geared turbofan technology to modernize their fleets.
Over the coming decade, the high-volume
engine program will contribute substantially
to MTU Maintenance’s revenues. Thanks to
MTU’s broad portfolio of other engines, the
existing facilities will have a sufficient workload also in the years to come.

Lufthansa Technik starts installing
latest Ka-band satellite technology
as standard equipment

Royal Brunei Airlines signs ten-year component
support contract
Photo: LHT

Royal Brunei Airlines and Lufthansa
Technik sign ten-year component
support contract

Lufthansa Technik and MTU Aero
Engines exploring setting up a joint
maintenance company

Royal Brunei Airlines (RB) and Lufthansa
Technik have signed a ten-year contract covering component support for RB’s A320 and
upcoming A320neo fleet aircraft. The scope
of services includes repair management for
a comprehensive range of line replaceable
units, provision of critical inventory at RB’s
home base in Brunei, and access to Lufthansa Technik’s global network of component
pools. In addition, Lufthansa Technik will
support Royal Brunei Airlines with the c.more
product, a supply management solution for
consumables and expendables.

Lufthansa Technik and MTU Aero Engines
are looking into options to jointly provide
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
services for the PW1000G family of geared
turbofan engines. The two companies have
signed a memorandum of understanding
to explore the possibility of establishing an
MRO joint venture at a globally competitive
location. Initial decisions will be made by the
end of the year. The joint venture could handle a substantial amount of GTF shop visits
already in the first few years of business. In
the industry’s highly cost-competitive environment, the objective of setting up a joint
facility is to generate opportunities for synergy and scale for both companies. Lufthansa
Technik has been maintaining various Pratt
& Whitney engine types for decades. In July,
Lufthansa Technik became a member of the
aftersales service network for the U.S. company’s geared turbofan (GTF) engines. The
network offers the whole range of MRO services for PW1000G engines. With Lufthansa
being the first airline to put a GTF-powered
jet into commercial service, Lufthansa Technik is excellently positioned as an MRO services provider for GTF engine operators. The
move will not affect the further development
of LHT’s existing facilities. MTU Aero Engines is a partner of Pratt & Whitney in the
PW1000G program; the engines have been
selected as the propulsion systems for new

LHT and WOW air sign three-year
component support agreement
Lufthansa Technik AG and the Iceland-based
low-cost airline WOW air have signed a
comprehensive three-year component support agreement for the carrier’s new fleet
of three Trent 700-powered Airbus A330
aircraft. The contract period commenced
on August 1, 2016. The Total Component
Support TCS contract covers the overhaul
of line replaceable units (LRU), pooling and
home base lease. Component supply will
be realized via the Lufthansa Technik facilities in Frankfurt and Hamburg, as well as
through the US-based Lufthansa Technik
warehouses.

Lufthansa Technik AG has started installing the latest Ka-band satellite technology
as standard equipment for the Lufthansa
Group’s entire Airbus A320 aircraft family.
A total of around 300 aircraft will be fitted
with the necessary antennae and routers
in parallel in up to ten production lines by
spring 2018 at various Lufthansa Technik
locations. The engineers at Lufthansa Technik have optimized the system installation
procedure and minimized the required intervention in the aircraft structure. This allows
the fastest possible integration, even in large
fleets – generally in four days per layover.
Subsequent modifications and even complete dismantling of the installation to cater
for any future as yet unknown technology
developments are feasible without costly replacement of large structural elements. Lufthansa Technik currently holds Supplemental
Type Certificates (STC) for the Airbus A320
family and the Airbus A340 for installing the
system. It is planned to include the Boeing
737 family and the Airbus A330 in the short
term in order to provide full support for customers, in particular in the Asian market, for
equipping their fleets with broadband communication technology.

Wizz Air extends and expands technical support contracts for A320
and A321neo
Wizz Air is extending its successful partnership with Lufthansa Technik and expanding
it with additional services. The ultra-low-cost
airline has extended two existing contracts
for technical support of its Airbus A320 family and its future A321neo fleet by Lufthansa
Technik. Apart from the integrated component supply as part of Total Component Sup-
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port TCS, the agreement also covers aircraft
overhaul. In addition, use of Cyclean engine
washes has now also been agreed for the
Wizz Air fleet. The exclusive component support for the rapidly growing Wizz Air fleet,
with its some 72 A320 and A321 aircraft
types at present, includes the repair and
overhaul of components, as well as pool services and logistics. The material is supplied
by Lufthansa Technik from Frankfurt in Germany to Katowice in Poland and distributed
by Wizz Air to the airline’s individual bases.
In addition to the current and still expanding
fleet, the contract also covers the 110 aircraft of the Airbus A321neo type that have
been ordered and are due to be delivered
to Wizz Air starting in 2019. The services are
firmly agreed up to 2022.

Startup of Lufthansa Technik
Component Services Asia Pacific
Lufthansa Technik is strengthening its commitment to the growth market of Asia with
the founding of Lufthansa Technik component Services Asia Pacific. At the same time,
a new location for component supply in
Hong Kong has been established. The new
warehouse offers a wide-spanning network
for customer care in the Asian region along
with the existing locations in Singapore and
Narita. In the new company, 30 employees
will be responsible for local customer support in the Asia Pacific region, in addition
to ensuring they are optimally supplied with
materials. Customers will benefit from one
contact in the same time zone as well as

the personal connection. The close proximity to Lufthansa Technik Shenzhen, the
local maintenance organization of the Lufthansa Technik Group, is an advantage for
the warehouse located at the Hong Kong
Airport. Transport times and costs for material in need of repair can be minimized
while maximizing the availability. Lufthansa
Technik will also use the latest technologies
in order to increase turnaround on site even
further. An example of this is the “gate box”
(gate.control), an automatic material identification system for which a patent application has been filed. The new development
from Lufthansa Technik Logistik Services will
allow components to be allocated faster to
suit demand while avoiding input errors.

Civil Aviation Authority, granting the MRO
the ability to work on Colombian-registered
aircraft. It’s the latest milestone for PEMCO,
whose maintenance division specializes in
narrow-body and regional jet aircraft. “A
number of operators have shown interest in
our company obtaining Colombian certification,” said CEO Pastor Lopez. “We have now
expanded our MRO capabilities to South
America and will continue to provide quality
service based on our four fundamental cornerstones.” PEMCO’s four fundamental cornerstones are teammates, customer service,
Lean, and metrics.

Liebherr LAMC Aviation delivers first landing gear
assembled in China for the ARJ21 Photo: Liebherr

Joint Venture Liebherr LAMC Aviation
delivers first landing gear assembled
in China for the ARJ21
Liebherr LAMC Aviation (Changsha), the joint
venture between the Chinese company LAMC
(AVIC Landing Gear Advanced Manufacturing) and German-based Liebherr-Aerospace
Lindenberg, celebrated the delivery of its
first ARJ21 main landing gear assembled
in China to aircraft manufacturer COMAC.
The ARJ21 main landing gear assembly line
at Liebherr LAMC Aviation (Changsha) was
established by Liebherr by duplicating the
assembly fixtures and testing equipment of
Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg, Lindenberg
(Germany), Liebherr’s center of excellence for
landing gear and flight control systems. Liebherr LAMC Aviation (Changsha) will assemble
the next ARJ21 main landing gears in Changsha. The joint venture will take over, step by

step, the direct procurement of the parts delivered by approved suppliers of Liebherr-Aerospace. In parallel, Liebherr LAMC Aviation
(Changsha) will do local sourcing from LAMC
and other companies for the machining of
landing gear parts and will also prepare the
assembly line for the ARJ21 nose landing
gear. Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH
had been selected by COMAC to develop,
manufacture, qualify, certify and service the
landing gear system including the braking
system, wheels and tires of the ARJ21.

Pemco receives certification from Colombia’s Civil Aviation Authority
Pemco World Air Services (PEMCO) has received operation certification from the Unidad Administrativa Especial de Aviación
Civil (UAEAC) of Colombia, the country’s

GA Telesis Engine Services correlates
engine test cell, launching full capabilities for the CFM56-7B product
line
GA Telesis Engine Services (GATES) has
reported the successful correlation of the
company’s test cell for testing of CFM56-7B
engine model types. The full service engine
overhaul and repair station has completed
test cell correlation per plan and only a few
months after inducting the first CFM56-7B
into the shop. “The recent correlation of our
test cell allows us to continue to reduce turn
times for all of our CFM56 engine customers,” said Basil Papayoti, President of GATES.
“The combination of our newly enhanced
engine repair and overhaul capabilities, the
transactional expertise of our Asset Transaction Group, and the lease servicing expertise
of our Asset Management Group allows us
to provide integrated support for this product
line that most engine maintenance facilities
cannot,” he added.
AviTrader MRO - October 2016
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nance Manager; and Mr. Peter Luthas, Quality
& Safety Manager. An additional 12 colleagues
represent the highly experienced team that has
been working under Ansett Airline, John Holland Aviation Services, and later Bower Aero. TP
Aerospace has its head office in Copenhagen,
Denmark, from where the group management
team operates.

viding operators worldwide with a full suite of
services, including overhaul and off-wing heavy
maintenance and other support services. The
PW4000 engine family, although a mature
product, is expected to continue to fly over the
next two decades. The facility has embarked
on a transformation process to increase the
quality of its maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) operations and further improve quality
and turnaround time, enhancing its proposition to increase time on wing for customers.
This includes optimizing repairs by expanding
in-house repair capabilities, more deployment
of IT systems, introducing a higher degree of
automation in its operations, thereby enhancing
quality and driving productivity. The company
recently announced an expansion of the facility’s capabilities to include MRO services for the
Engine Alliance GP7200 engine. Designated
as the first overhaul shop in Asia for GP7200
engines, the Singapore engine center will be responsible for engine disassembly, assembly and
testing (DAT), including MRO for the five-stage
low-pressure compressor (LPC), fan hub, drum,
blades and stator assembly. Certification for the
LPC module and engine DAT is expected by the
second half of 2016 and 2017, respectively.

Japan Airlines extends Boeing parts
solutions agreement by 10 years

Pattonair renews UK supply chain
contract with Pall Corporation

Boeing has signed an agreement with Japan Airlines to extend its partnership with the company
to provide spare parts solutions for another 10
years. The renewed Japan Airlines agreement
for Boeing’s GoldCare Expendables, formerly
Integrated Materials Management (IMM), is an
expendable parts service solution that builds on
more than a decade of success. The partnership
reduces the airline’s operating costs by having
Boeing manage a majority of its spare parts inventory, providing items to the airline’s mechanics as needed. Under the agreement, Boeing
will provide the service through 2026.

Pattonair, an aerospace and defense supply
chain provider, has signed a renewed contract
for a further three years with Pall Corporation in
the UK, representing the continuation of a 25year relationship. Pattonair serves the Redruth
facility in Cornwall where Pall manufacturers
filtration solutions for civil and military applications, supplying directly to all the major airframe
and engine OEMs. The new agreement covers
a wide range of standard and non-standard
hardware and other supply chain services and
is managed by a Pattonair team on site.

Heli-One receives STC approval for its Universal Avionics EFI-890H
Advanced Flight Display upgrade
Photo: Universal Avionics

Heli-One and Universal Avionics announce STC approval for AS332L/L1
Advanced Flight Display upgrade
Heli-One, a provider of helicopter maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) services,
has received Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC) approval for its Universal Avionics EFI890H Advanced Flight Display upgrade from
the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
and Transport Canada (TCCA). This STC is
a part of the AS332L and L1 modernization
program currently underway with the Bundespolizei German Police (BPOL) and contracted
by the NATO Support and Procurement Agency
(NSPA). The program includes a new Universal
Avionics Flight Management System (FMS) to
integrate with the displays. This STC covers the
flight information display upgrade, replacing
analogue systems with two 8.9” digital ‘smart’
displays, increasing operational capability,
reducing issues with aging instruments, and
eliminating the costs of replacing or maintaining older analog displays.

TP Aerospace going “down under”
The Wheel and Brake concept from TP Aerospace reached the continent of Australia in September 2016 with TP Aerospace Technics PTY,
Melbourne. Marking yet another milestone in
the company’s evolving history, this expansion
is another step towards positioning TP Aerospace as the market leader in its niche. By having an MRO base in Australia, TP Aerospace
offers its highly popular all-inclusive wheel and
brake services to an already established client
group and new potential operators in Oceania.
Leading the Australian division is Mr Prashan
Ambawatta as Managing Director. He has a
background with SR Technics, Ryanair, Boeing,
JHAS and finally Bower Aero. The managing
team also includes Mr. Michael Sayers, Mainte-

Pratt & Whitney’s Singapore engine
center achieves 7,600 engine overhaul milestone
Pratt & Whitney has overhauled more than
7,600 engines at its Singapore engine center,
marking a significant milestone in the center’s
history. The engine center, Pratt & Whitney Eagle
Services Asia, is a joint venture between Pratt &
Whitney and SIA Engineering Company. Over
three decades of operations, the engine center has overhauled and redelivered PW4000,
GE90, CFM56 and JT9D engines. It has served
as Pratt & Whitney’s global center of excellence
for the PW4000 engine family since 2011, pro-

Air Canada breaks ground on new
aircraft hangar project at Toronto
Pearson Airport
On September 22, Air Canada broke ground
on a new CAD$90m (US$68m) aircraft hangar project at Toronto Pearson Airport that will
support the airline’s ongoing expansion of its
Toronto global hub. Once complete, the new
Hangar 5 building will cover an area equal to
seven professional ice hockey rinks and accommodate five aircraft at one time. Once completed in April 2018, Hangar 5 will cover more
than 127,000 ft² under a 77-foot high ceiling.
At capacity, it will be able to accommodate up to
3 wide body and 2 narrow body aircraft.
AviTrader MRO - October 2016
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E&M Amsterdam facilities. AFI KLM E&M provides full engine support, including spare engines. This move continues a collaborative effort
between the two companies, with AFI KLM E&M
successfully accomplishing similar maintenance
on CFM56-7B engines in 2013 and 2014.
Moreover, their partnership goes beyond engine services as a previous contract was signed
for 737 component support, and AFI KLM E&M
is bringing Corendon’s privileged support and
expert insight regarding any technical issue
within its partner’s fleet.

PAL selects SR Technics and AerFin
for A340 fleet
Final Assembly Line in Toulouse with the joining of the wings
to the centre fuselage at station 40
Photo: Airbus

First A330neo starts final assembly in
Toulouse
Airbus has commenced the final assembly of
its first A330neo, an A330-900, at its Final Assembly Line in Toulouse with the joining of the
wings to the centre fuselage at station 40. As
the newest member of the world’s most popular
A330 wide-body family, the A330neo builds on
the A330 Family’s proven economics, versatility
and reliability, set to reduce fuel consumption
by a further 14% per seat. Both the A330-800
and A330-900 feature a new A350-inspired
wing with Sharklet wingtip devices for stateof-the-art aerodynamics, incorporating latestgeneration Rolls-Royce Trent 7000 engines,
and the new AirSpace by Airbus cabin for the
latest experience in cabin comfort. Thanks to
its low, new-generation fuel-burn, the A330neo
expands its operators’ market opportunities
by offering an additional 400 nautical miles
range, leading to a 6,550 nautical miles range
on the A330-900 and 7,500 nautical miles on
the A330-800. To date, 10 customers have ordered a total of 186 A330neos.

Thomas Global receives FAA STC for
TFD-8601 Flat Panel Display on Embraer EMB 120 aircraft
Thomas Global Systems has received a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Supplemental
Type Certificate (STC) for its TFD-8601 Electronic
Flight Instrument System (EFIS) upgrade on Embraer EMB 120 aircraft. The STC was achieved
as part of a collaborative effort with EMB 120
operator Ameriflight. The Company has entered
into a multi-year Preferred Supplier Agreement
with Ameriflight covering these products. The
TFD-8601 display is a pioneering plug-and-play,
Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD)
replacement for legacy cathode ray tube (CRT)
displays. Incorporating a high-performance,
high-resolution AMLCD, the TFD-8601 provides

improved reliability and reduced costs compared
to legacy CRT displays, with lower weight, less
heat and reduced power consumption. The product retains the use of all existing cockpit systems
and makes provision for additional functionality
to be included to suit current and evolving mandates, technology, and operator requirements.

Boeing 777X to feature touchscreen
flight displays from Rockwell Collins
Boeing has selected Rockwell Collins to provide
its touchscreen flight displays for all five flight
deck displays on the new Boeing 777X. The advanced touchscreen capability will make the flight
deck more intuitive for pilots and more efficient
for flight operations. This is the first time a commercial air transport aircraft will be equipped
with touchscreen forward flight displays. The
777X touchscreen flight displays will be multitouch, so two pilots can touch the same screen
at the same time. In addition, the touchscreens
will utilize resistive technology (firm versus light
touch) for avoiding unintentional interaction with
the displays. The touchscreen bezel will provide
bracing features for operation during turbulence. As Boeing’s display provider on all of its
next-generation aircraft, including the 777X, 787
Dreamliner, 737 MAX and the 747-8, Rockwell
Collins is delivering a common graphical foundation for pilots across all of these platforms.

Corendon entrusts CFM56-7B engines to AFI KLM E&M
Corendon Airlines has signed a new deal with
Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance (AFI KLM E&M) to provide Corendon
Airlines Turkey and Corendon Dutch Airlines
with engine maintenance services for twelve
CFM56-7B engines in their fleets. The engine
maintenance services started in July and are
planned to take place until 2018 at AFI KLM

Philippine Airlines has selected SR Technics to
provide Total Engine Solution requirements for
the carrier’s A340-300s, with AerFin providing end-of-life fleet solutions responsible for
the provisioning of CFM56-5C4 engines and
spares. SR Technics and AerFin will be providing services to Philippine Airlines under their
jointly managed and marketed solution called
Beyond.Fleet.Services, a product suite which
extends the life of maturing fleet, while it also
reduces current operating costs for engines,
airframe and component maintenance. SR
Technics will handle the maintenance and repair services for CFM56-5C engines as well as
component-related services, while AerFin will
make available finance and leasing schemes
and a steady supply of components in cooperation with SR Technics. The customized package
will be summed up in one contract with a single
point of contact, thus ensuring an integrated
and seamless end-of-life solution.

SR Technics receives EASA base
maintenance approval for Boeing
777 services
SR Technics has received base maintenance approval from the Federal Office of Civil Aviation
(FOCA), who acts on behalf of EASA, to begin
offering a range of cabin modifications services
for B777 customers at Zurich Airport, further
expanding its service capabilities. Following the
approval, the SR Technics Center of Excellence
will offer major turnkey cabin modifications and
embodiment projects for the B777, and base
maintenance support. Refurbishments will be
handled by using a special upgraded line that
is focused entirely on cabin modifications work,
with dedicated processes and teams of trained
experts, minimizing the needed ground time.
The new capabilities – and the proven track
record of on-time deliveries – will offer clear
benefits to VIP customers, airlines and leasing
companies looking for cabin work or any innovative entertainment upgrades.
AviTrader MRO - October 2016
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of customer’s flight hours are accrued in AsiaPacific. Spairliners GmbH is an equally split joint
venture between Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance, and Lufthansa Technik.

MTU Maintenance signs exclusive
contract with Sky Regional Airlines

The four PECM machines in Munich

Photo: MTU

MTU Aero Engines develops new
process for manufacturing nickel IBRs
With the PurePower Geared Turbofan™ engine (GTF), MTU Aero Engines is collaborating
with Pratt & Whitney on assembling the aircraft
engine of the future. The Pratt & Whitney GTF
engine family reduces fuel burn and CO2 emissions by 16% and cuts noise footprint levels by
75%. MTU not only contributes innovative turbine and compressor technology to the GTF,
it also brings some fresh ideas to the table on
the production technology front: The company
has refined a production method – dubbed
precise electro-chemical machining (PECM)
– for manufacturing high-pressure compressor (HPC) integrally bladed rotors (IBRs) made
of nickel. Production is already underway on
MTU’s shop floors in Munich on four custom
PECM machines designed, set up and commissioned by MTU’s PECM experts. Ulrich Peters,
Senior Vice President Production at MTU in Munich: “On the PECM machines, we produce integrally bladed nickel rotors for stages five and
six of the high-pressure compressor that goes

into the PW1100G-JM engine, which powers
the A320neo.” These components have a diameter of roughly 450 millimeters and feature
extremely complex airfoil geometries. The HPC
for this GTF engine is the first commercial all-IBR
compressor.

Spairliners opens warehouse and logistics center in Singapore
Spairliners opened a new warehouse and logistics center for component supply in the Singapore Free Trade Zone, North of Changi Airport,
in August 2016. With this new site, as well as
those already operating in Paris, Frankfurt and
Munich, a key warehouse and logistics facility has been established to serve the needs of
customers in the region. Through an extensive
stock of serviceable parts in Asia-Pacific, supported by a local repair network, Spairliners is
able to increase the efficiency of its component
supply and significantly shorten delivery times
for its A380 customers, such as Qantas Airways
and Malaysia Airlines. Today, more than 40%

MTU Maintenance has signed an exclusive 10year agreement with Canadian carrier Sky Regional Airlines for the maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) of the airline’s CF34-8E engines for its Embraer E175 fleet. The agreement
between MTU Maintenance and Sky Regional
Airlines covers all shop visits, on-site repairs and
lease support as part of its Total Engine Care
(TEC) program. The activities will be coordinated or carried out by MTU Maintenance BerlinBrandenburg, the MTU Maintenance group’s
specialists for the CF34 family. The contract is
valued at approximately US$250m over a 10year time frame. On-site services include work
on high-pressure turbine modules and can also
be carried out at MTU Maintenance’s locations
in Dallas, Texas (US), and Vancouver, British
Columbia (Canada). Since 2003, MTU Maintenance has carried out nearly 900 shop visits
for this engine family (CF34-1/-3, -8C/E, -10E).
In 2015 the company was the second-largest
provider of CF34 services worldwide.

FAA approves merger to create Infinity Aircraft Services
The FAA has approved the recent merger of Mobile Aircraft Services and B. Coleman MRO PBI,
granting the new company, Infinity Aircraft Services, certification as a Part 145 Repair Station.
This approval from the Federal Aviation Administration assures customers that all of Infinity’s
programs, systems and compliance methods
for the maintenance, inspection, alterations

Your True Aviation Solution!

(772) 925-8026
www.trueaero.com
6020 99th Street, Sebastian, FL 32958
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and aircraft products have been thoroughly reviewed and tested. B. Coleman Aviation’s MRO
(Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul) division and
Mobile Aircraft Services joined forces to create
Infinity Aircraft Services, a new aircraft MRO
and AOG (Aircraft On Ground) support services company. This new aircraft maintenance
company is headquartered at Palm Beach International Airport (KPBI) with an expanded service
reach that includes DeKalb-Peachtree Airport
(KPDK) in Atlanta, GA and the Gary/Chicago
International Airport (KGYY).

Embraer Aero Seating Technologies
inaugurates new manufacturing facility in Titusville, Florida
Embraer inaugurated a new 50,000 ft² manufacturing facility for its premium seating solutions subsidiary, Embraer Aero Seating Technologies (EAST), in the City of Titusville, Florida.
The operation will soon start production of seats

dedicated to the company’s business and commercial aviation products, including the seats
for the first-class cabin of its next-generation
commercial aircraft family, the E-Jets E2. Embraer’s partners on this project include Enterprise Florida, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, the Economic Development
Commission of Florida’s Space Coast, and the
North Brevard Economic Development Zone.
The EAST facility represents Embraer’s fourth
expansion project on the Space Coast since the
company announced its intentions to assemble
executive jets in Florida in 2008. Embraer’s
facilities, combining Melbourne and Titusville,
now total approximately 500,000 ft², comprised of production, engineering, sales, customer support, and administrative offices.

Avcorp awarded multiple production
contracts from Boeing
Avcorp Industries has been awarded multi-

ple production contracts from Boeing. These
production contracts consist of complex metal
bond and multi-material structural assemblies
that complement Avcorp’s capability as a strategic integrated supplier within the aerospace
industry. The new contracts include:
Production of spoilers for the Boeing 737 MAX
program. This will be one of the most significant contracts in Avcorp’s order backlog. The
addition of the spoiler production will result
in considerable increases to Avcorp’s existing
plant and equipment utilization for the coming years.
Production of metal bond panels for the Boeing 777X. This award is the first contract for
Avcorp with Boeing’s new 777X program.
Production and supply of doors for the Boeing Next-Generation 737 and 737 MAX. This
contract creates beneficial production synergies that complement Avcorp’s current 737
Wheel Well Fairing high-rate production program, having daily just-in-time deliveries to
737 assembly lines.

Finance News
L-3 agrees to acquire assets of Implant Sciences
L-3 Communications (LLL) has entered into an asset purchase
agreement (APA) to acquire certain assets of Implant Sciences
Corporation (Implant) for US$117.5m in cash, plus the assumption of specified liabilities. L-3 intends to finance the asset
purchase using its existing cash on hand. Implant has recently
entered into Chapter 11 Bankruptcy protection, and the consummation of the APA will be subject to approval of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court. Following a successful acquisition, the assets
will be integrated into L-3’s Security & Detection Systems division
within its Electronic Systems business segment. Pursuant to the
terms of the APA, L-3 will acquire the explosives trace detection
(ETD) business of Implant. The company’s ETD products have
received approvals and certifications from several international
regulatory agencies, including the TSA in the U.S., ECAC in Europe, and the Ministry of Public Safety in China. In September
2016, the TSA placed a delivery order for 1,353 of the QS-B220
systems and related supplies.

Avolon to acquire aircraft leasing business of CIT
Group
Avolon Holdings, the international aircraft leasing company and
a wholly owned subsidiary of Bohai Capital Holding, the equipment and transportation lessor, signed an agreement to acquire
the aircraft leasing business of CIT Group. The Transaction
will create a leading aircraft leasing business with an owned,
managed and committed fleet of 910 aircraft valued at over
US$43bn. Avolon will acquire total assets of US$11.1bn as of 30
June 2016 and associated liabilities. Avolon will pay US$10.0bn,
a premium of 6.7% to the 30 June 2016 NAV of US$9.4bn. The

purchase price is subject to adjustment for changes in NAV between 30 June 2016 and the closing date of the Transaction. The
Transaction will be financed by a combination of Avolon’s cash;
new equity contributed by Bohai; and acquisition debt financing of US$8.5bn that has been committed by Morgan Stanley &
Co. LLC and UBS Investment Bank. The Transaction is subject to
customary closing conditions and required regulatory approvals
and is expected to close in the first quarter of 2017.

L-3 acquires Aerosim
L-3 Communications has reported the acquisition of Aerosim,
including Aerosim Technologies, located in Burnsville, Minnesota, and Aerosim Flight Academy, located in Sanford, Florida.
The acquisition was completed on September 30, 2016; terms
were not disclosed. Following the acquisition, Aerosim will be
integrated into the L-3 Commercial Training Solutions (L-3 CTS)
division of the company’s Electronic Systems business segment
and will be renamed L-3 Aerosim-CTC. Aerosim is projected to
generate approximately US$50m in sales for the year ending
December 31, 2017 and to be accretive to L-3’s earnings. Aerosim is a globally recognized leader in commercial training with
capabilities that are complementary to those offered by L-3 CTS.
Aerosim Technologies provides innovative portable and flexible
pilot and maintenance technician training products, enhancing
efficiency with lower-cost solutions. Aerosim Academy, a flight
school for prospective airline pilots, trains both U.S. and international cadets.

Calspan acquires Triumph Aerospace Systems –
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Newport News
Calspan Holdings, the parent company to a thriving group of
entities, including Buffalo-based aerospace and automotive
research company Calspan Corporation, has reported the acquisition of Triumph Aerospace Systems – Newport News, Inc.
The transaction was effective September 30, 2016 and the new
company will operate as Calspan Systems Corporation. Calspan
Systems Corporation (formerly “Triumph Aerospace Systems –
Newport News”), is a globally-recognized, industry-leading, engineering, design, analysis and manufacturing firm, specializing
in the engineering and manufacture of complex hardware and
prototype systems. Also included in this acquisition is the company’s Force Measurement Systems (FMS) division, located in
San Diego, California. Triumph Aerospace Systems – Newport
News had been a subsidiary of the Triumph Group since 2006.
The acquired company will retain its management, technical and
supporting staff and will continue operations at its current headquarters in Newport News, Virginia, along with its San Diego
facility. Earlier this year Triumph Group President and CEO, Dan
Crowley announced a transformation plan to positively position
Triumph for long term success and enhance its competitive position in the marketplace. It is expected that full integration of the
companies will be completed by the end of 2016.

Guggenheim Partners to sell commercial aviation division to management team
Guggenheim Partners, a global investment and advisory firm
with more than US$240bn in assets under management, has
announced the sale of its commercial aircraft investment and
management business, Guggenheim Aviation Partners (GAP), to
the GAP management team. Founded in 2003 as a joint venture between Guggenheim and aircraft industry veterans Steve
Rimmer and Paul Newrick, GAP focuses exclusively on acquiring, leasing, converting, and selling commercial aircraft and
engines. The team’s extensive track record includes completing
over US$8bn in commercial aircraft transactions, management
of more than 200 commercial aircraft, and leasing aircraft to
over 40 domestic and international airlines and cargo operators. During its tenure as a Guggenheim joint venture, GAP successfully managed two funds for Guggenheim’s clients totaling
more than US$5.3bn in assets. Going forward, the business will
operate under the name Altavair while continuing to manage
and grow its current US$3.4bn commercial aircraft portfolio.
With its experience in the aviation leasing market, Altavair also
intends to raise additional permanent capital, which may include
investments by Guggenheim clients, to support future growth,
thereby maintaining its position as a premier global aircraft
leasing, financing, and management company.
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pany name Orizon Aerostructures – Chanute, Inc. Current Spirit
employees in Chanute will transfer to Orizon as part of the divestiture. The transaction will take effect Sept. 30, 2016. “This
agreement aligns with our fabrication strategy and will allow
Spirit to better serve its customers through improved efficiencies
while ensuring Spirit employees in Chanute transition to Orizon
Aerostructures,” said Ron Rabe, Spirit’s senior vice president for
operations. “The Spirit Chanute divestiture presents an opportunity for Orizon to grow its aerospace operations as part of
Spirit’s supply chain. We wish Orizon success in this venture and
look forward to working with them along with the City of Chanute and the Kansas Department of Commerce to make this a
smooth and successful transition.” About 35 Spirit employees
are currently working at the Spirit Chanute site.

IAG Engine Center completes acquisition of engine
repair business of Alitalia Maintenance Systems
IAG Engine Center Europe, a division of International Aerospace
Group (IAG), a US-based leader in the sale, repair and leasing
of aircraft engines as well as aircraft replacement parts sales,
confirmed that it has completed the acquisition of the engine
and component repair business of Alitalia Maintenance Systems
(AMS). IAG plans to operate a world-class engine maintenance
and repair facility in Rome adding engine repair and overhaul
capability for CFM56-5B and 7B, as well as APU overhaul and
repair capability to its existing overhaul and repair capabilities
for CF6-80, CF6-50 and JT9 engines. Between its US and European repair shops, IAG can reach most of the world’s fleet, providing strategic and operational support and services to airlines
and lessors alike, while enhancing its evolving global business.
IAG Engine Center Europe has worked closely with the aviation
community in Rome to formulate a new business structure that
is both fair and commercially competitive, and its efforts have
won the support of key stakeholders. Over the coming weeks,
IAG Engine Center Europe will become re-certified by ENAC and
EASA/FAA.

Bombardier finalizes sale of Amphibious Aircraft
Program to Viking Air
Bombardier confirmed that it has closed the previously announced sale of its Amphibious Aircraft program to British
Columbia-based Viking Air Limited. The agreement covers the
Type Certificates for all variants of the aircraft, the CL-215, the
CL-215T and Bombardier 415 aircraft, as well as after-market
services. This divestiture positions Bombardier to better focus on
core, higher growth sectors: business jets, commercial aircraft
and rail transportation. The transaction has received the approval of all appropriate regulatory authorities and obtained other
necessary consents from government bodies.

Orizon Aersostructures signs agreement to purchase
Spirit AeroSystems’ Chanute operations
Newly formed Orizon Aerostructures has signed an agreement
to purchase Spirit AeroSystems’ Chanute operations, expanding
on its June announcement to establish an aerospace manufacturing facility in Chanute, Kan. As part of the agreement, Spirit’s
Chanute statement of work will transition under the new com-

Dubai Aerospace Enterprise to acquire 80% of Joramco
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise (DAE) has signed a definitive agreement to acquire 80% of Jordan Aircraft Maintenance Limited
from The Abraaj Group. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. Established in 1963, Joramco has a solid track record as
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a leading independent commercial aircraft maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO) facility serving a wide range of customers
in the Middle East, Europe, South Asia, Africa, Russia and the
CIS countries. From its base in Queen Alia International Airport
in Amman, Joramco offers services on several aircraft models
manufactured by Airbus, Boeing and Embraer. Joramco is cer-
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tified by a number of regulatory authorities which include the
Jordan Civil Aviation Regulatory Commission (JCARC), the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA), and the UAE General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA).

Information Technology
The technology company MOMook, developing management
software solutions for aviation training centers, has signed a
service agreement with the Aviation Training Center of Tunisia (ATCT). The two-year agreement, signed on September
29, includes the MOMook solution for the company’s training
scheduling, documents and user management, syllabus manager, examination, reporting and student progress, warehouse and
simulator maintenance.
AerData, a Boeing Company, the provider of lease management, records management and engine fleet planning software,
reported a new arrangement between AMOS of Swiss AviationSoftware and AerData’s STREAM solution, providing customers with a fully-integrated software platform for a more efficient
and complete aircraft electronic records management system.
STREAM (Secure Technical Records for Electronic Asset Management) is the industry’s foremost web-based solution used by

some of the world’s largest airlines, lessors and MROs to manage aircraft and engine records. In moving to a paperless future,
the capabilities of the combined AMOS and STREAM offering will
allow airlines and MRO providers to manage records fully electronically. The integration includes the ability to recognize AMOS
Workpackages, Workorders & Task Cards. STREAM can display
single Workorders or each Workpackage with associated Workorders and Task Cards contained within. Utilizing a placeholder
in STREAM will facilitate auto-archiving, including the ability to
identify missing records. The integration also includes the ability
to transfer electronically signed work orders, including e-signed
PDFs. This can be triggered by configurable events such as work
order closure. The files are e-signed within AMOS, but directly
stored in STREAM. All joint customers can benefit from this integration with the added benefits of a straightforward setup requiring minimal migration effort.

Other News
and 737-500. TaxiBot, a semi-robotic pilot-controlled vehicle, is
designed to transport commercial airline aircraft from terminal
gates to the runway and back, without using the airplane’s own
engines. The TaxiBot has been dispatch-towing commercial Lufthansa Boeing 737 (Classic) flights departing out of Frankfurt
Airport since November 2014.

TaxiBot 737-700

Photo: IAI

The Boeing 737 NG has been officially certified for TaxiBot dispatch towing. The Supplement Type Certificate (STC) was issued by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the
Civil Aviation Authority of Israel (CAAI). This milestone completes certification for the Boeing 737 family, thus covering the
Boeing 737-600, 737-700,737-800,737-900 and 737-900ER,
in addition to prior certification of the Boeing 737-300,737-400

Gogo, a leader in providing broadband connectivity solutions
and wireless entertainment to the aviation industry, is developing
its next generation ground-based technology to better serve the
connectivity needs of business and commercial aviation in North
America. This technology will offer a ground-like performance,
including the ability to stream videos, for business aviation aircraft, commercial regional jets and select narrow-body aircraft
operating within the United States and Canada. The new network
will use unlicensed spectrum, a proprietary modem and a new
beam-forming antenna to produce peak network speeds of more
than 100 Mbps. This next-generation ground-based network for
the aero market will utilize LTE technology and leverage Gogo’s
existing first-generation North American network and infrastructure of more than 250 towers.
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Turboprop overhaul

Maintaining

bladed propulsion

P&WC has a number of solutions to keep engines
operating cost efficiently.
Photo: Wideroe

The global commercial aircraft propeller systems market is expected to grow at a CAGR of around
4% during 2016-2021 according to industry estimates. Keith Mwanalushi looks at the factors
driving propeller and turboprop aircraft overhaul.

E

ngine MRO is expected to be $25.7 billion in 2016. Growing at
5.3% annually, it is expected to reach $43.0 billion by 2026. A
report by Oliver Wyman suggests that unlike airframe MRO, engine manufacturers have a large, growing share of this market.
With more spend going to material rather than labour, engine MROs
enjoy higher margins.

P&WC has introduced more than 25 P&WC ‘SMART’ maintenance solutions across its product lines, aimed primarily at operators with older
engine models. “These solutions, also available at MTU Maintenance
Berlin-Brandenburg for the PT6A, provide a competitive, guaranteed
fixed cost for major engine maintenance, helping to eliminate price
variables and uncertainty,” says Behrens.

Pratt and Whitney Canada Customer Service Centre Europe GmbH
(P&WC CSC) provides a full range of aftermarket support solutions
to operators of P&WC engines in Europe, the Middle East and Africa
(EMEA).

Furthermore, turboprops remain a popular choice for operators of
shorter routes. Regional turboprop OEM ATR for instance foresees demand for 750 new turboprops for the Asia-Pacific region over the next
20 years. The OEM says this would be partly fuelled by about 600 new
routes to be created in the region (excluding China). In addition, ATR
estimates that regional traffic demand in emerging countries should
grow eight times faster than in more mature economies.

The company is a 50-50 joint venture between MTU Maintenance Berlin-Brandenburg and Pratt & Whitney Canada. As part of the service
network covered by CSC, MTU Maintenance Berlin-Brandenburg plays
a critical role in ensuring turboprop PT6A, turboshaft PW200 and a
range of business jet customers are well-served.
In terms of trends in the turboprop overhaul market, Carsten Behrens,
General Manager at P&WC CSC notes that as fleets age, this puts
pressure on keeping MRO costs down. “Because the older the engines
get, the more maintenance they need and the higher the material
costs. P&WC CSC has recognised this trend and is rolling out a range
innovative smart solutions customised to the fleet demographics.”

“The regional market is often considered as a lower-end niche. Yet, the
economic development that our connections stimulate can also generate much larger opportunities. Especially since ATR aircraft are very
efficient in a variety of airline business models in the region, including
low-cost, full service, point-to-point and access to remote communities,” explained John Moore at a media briefing in the Philippines on
the occasion of the entry into service of the very first ATR 72-600 high
capacity on October 15, 2016.
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to the PWC control centre, which provides 24 hour service every day
of the year, ensuring accelerated return to service of engines. The mobile repair teams will be overseen by PW&C’s facility in Luton, United
Kingdom,” he explains.
The P&WC PW100 aircraft engine family, with major applications on
the ATRs and Bombardier Dash 8s is one of the most cost effective engines to operate and maintain for the regional market in short routes
of 400 nautical miles routes or less, according to Behrens. “It sets
benchmark performance while saving 25% to 40% in fuel costs compared to regional jets.”
He says the latest materials, design technologies and advanced engine
controls have enabled PW100 engines to have some of the longest
time-between-overhaul (TBO) schedules in the industry, many of which
can be extended even further. “This continuous injection of new technologies enables us to maximise engine time on wing at the lowest cost
to our customers,” he states.
P&WC is making step-change progress to preventive maintenance
through advanced diagnostics and prognostics solutions. Behrens indicates that the company is helping operators move toward fully planned
and predictive maintenance environments, including on-condition
maintenance programmes. Its turnkey FAST (Flight, Acquisition, Storage and Transmission) solution is installed on more than 600 P&WCpowered aircraft, including 20 regional airlines providing near-realtime situational awareness about engine health, usage and trends.

MTU and P&WC provide aftermarket support solutions
for the PT6A engine.
Photo: P&WC CSC

A combination of turboprop attributes, jet-like features, and fuel efficiency is putting the spotlight back on the turboprop, and especially in
growth markets. Bombardier’s commercial aircraft presence in Africa
includes a Regional Support Office (RSO) and spare parts depot, colocated in Johannesburg, South Africa as well as authorised service
facilities in South Africa and Ethiopia.

He explains that upon engine shutdown, full-flight engine and aircraft
data captured via the FAST solution is transmitted wirelessly from the
aircraft to P&WC’s data centre where it is analysed and a report is
sent to customers within 15 minutes of landing. “Because P&WC has
in-depth under-standing what is happening inside the engine and aircraft, it allows us to proactively respond with suggestions for preventative measures and rapidly troubleshoot issues with a high degree of
accuracy and in some cases avert the issue altogether.”
PW&C also has nearly 10,000 engines enrolled in the increasingly
popular OEM pay-per-hour maintenance programmes. The company’s Fleet Management Programmes (FMPs) are designed for the regional market to maximise the long-term value and ease of management of fleet investments. “They offer superior predictability of engine

In September, Air Tanzania received its two new Q400s for route expansion across Tanzania and the African continent. “The Q400 aircraft is showcased very well in Africa where it has proven itself to be
extremely efficient and continues to maintain strong market share in
its class,” said Jean-Paul Boutibou, Vice President, Sales - Middle East
and Africa.
Smaller aircraft are ideal to assess a route and develop the market
prior to using larger aircraft. “Order books for turboprops are strong,
and many new routes are being introduced, especially in developing
markets such as in Africa,” Behrens adds.
Another trend PW&C CSC has noticed is that customers place a lot of
importance on fast response and a local network (localised services),
so as to keep organisation and costs down but also so that they can
follow progress personally if required.
“For this reason, CSC is expanding its network in Q4 2016, to include
four new mobile repair team bases.” Behrens listed the locations as:
France, Kenya, Qatar and South Africa. “The mobile repair teams will
be organised by PW&C CSC in Berlin, Germany. This location is home

Propeller maintenance can offers
some unique challenges. Photo: ATR
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Propeller technologies are evolving with new generation turboprop such as new ATR-600s.
Photo: ATR

maintenance costs and make the management of P&WC engine fleets
easier and more cost-effective than any other fleet management offering on the market,” Behrens continues.
Propeller technologies are evolving with new generation turboprop
aircraft coming online and this is changing the way propellers are
repaired and checked. P&WC is not a manufacturer of propellers, but
that being said, the company is leading the charge in the regional
market with a digital propeller-balance vibration trend monitoring system as part of its FAST solution.
“Currently available for P&WCpowered ATR and Q400 aircraft, this technology assists our
customers in ensuring propeller-balance vibration levels are
reduced and aids in the comfort
for passengers. At the same
time, we know propellers that
vibrate less result in increased
durability and lower costs,”
Behrens outlines.

Behrens - New technologies enables us to
maximise engine time on wing.

He further explains that the next
phase of FAST’s propeller balancing technology will enable
operators not only monitor propeller vibration levels in near
real time but it will also provide
a remote balancing solution to

further automate the process. “The implications of P&WC’s remote
propeller balancing technology are significant: an aircraft will no longer need special maintenance flights and ground support equipment to
balance the propeller – reducing workload and costs while increasing aircraft availability and creating a more comfortable passenger
experience.”
With regards the daily maintenance of turboprop engines, P&WC suggests the digital propeller-balance vibration trend monitoring technology – a part of the FAST solution – which helps increase propeller
durability and provides near-real-time insight into vibration trends, so
airlines can best maintain propellers during daily operations.
Component support programmes are also a major selling point for
OEMs these days. Bombardier Commercial Aircraft launched the
Smart Parts programme to provide component management solutions
in support of the Q400 aircraft fleet. The fleet supported by this programme has now grown to more than 150 aircraft enrolled by Q400
and C Series operators.
Jazz Aviation in Canada is the latest carrier to sign up to a deal. The
agreement will provide longer-term component support for the airline’s growing fleet of Q400 aircraft. The agreement, which was originally scheduled to conclude in 2020, has been extended to the end of
2025. The Smart Parts programme provides Jazz with comprehensive
component MRO services, access to a strategically located spare part
exchange pool, and on-site inventories based at the airline’s hubs in
Toronto, Montréal, Vancouver and Calgary.
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In the hot seat.....
John Holmes, Chief Operating Officer, Aviation Services, AAR
AviTrader MRO: Tell us a bit about the
work you do?

people I want to see.

Holmes: I lead the Aviation Services segment of AAR that has seen double-digit
growth the last few years, which we expect to
continue. This segment includes our awardwinning MRO network of 6 facilities in the
U.S. and our fast-growing supply chain solutions which include parts supply; OEM aftermarket solutions; component repair and repair management; flight-hour support; and
consumable & expendable aggregation for
commercial aviation and government customers in more than 100 countries.

AviTrader MRO: How do you stay motivated?

AviTrader MRO: How did you end up in
aviation?
Holmes: I started with AAR as Director of
Mergers & Acquisitions, which leveraged my
previous work in investment banking. I really
liked the results-driven and entrepreneurial
culture at AAR. I love the global reach of aviation and have been fortunate to have been
provided many opportunities to advance in
the Company. Initially I had planned to stay
with AAR for 2 years, that was 15 years ago…
AviTrader MRO: What is the biggest
challenge you face in your role?
Holmes: Having enough time to see all the

Holmes: It is easy to stay motivated at AAR.
Things happen fast and there is always
something new and exciting to focus on. We
never get complacent…the moment you start
to feel like you’ve ‘made it’, you’re dead. On
top of that, my wife and I have had 3 kids in
less than 4 years so that is also motivating!
AviTrader MRO: OEM aftermarket solutions are a big growth area for AAR.
What kind of investment are you putting
in this sector?
Holmes: AAR has established partnerships
with more than 30 OEMs to provide sales
support, inventory management and logistics solutions for more than 50 product lines
of factory-new parts. We provide OEMs with
the aftermarket network and expertise they
need to sell parts to commercial and military
operators worldwide. As part of these contracts, AAR has made significant investments
in inventory, as well as online sales channels
and experienced sales reps.
AviTrader MRO: What’s new in your PBH
support business?

John Holmes, COO, Aviation Services, AAR

Holmes: A lot! This has been a huge focus
for us over the last 5-6 years. Four years ago,
we acquired Airinmar to support our growing
outsourced component repair management
function, 2 years ago we acquired Sabena
Technics in Brussels to establish our rotable
inventory pool in Europe. And, last year, we
brought on a new business development and
operations team, based on London, to lead
our international expansion. It’s all working
- we recently signed PBH contracts three European airlines, flydubai, as well as fastjet
and South African Airways Technical. These
agreements added over 200 aircraft to the
more than 1000 we have under contract,
with many more deals to be announced
soon.
AviTrader MRO: What’s next in the pipeline at AAR?

The PBH support business has been a major focus.
Photo: AAR

Holmes: We just received FAA certification
for our new, state-of-the-art MRO facility at
the Rockford International Airport outside of
Chicago, which we designed to service nextgeneration aircraft. We continue to invest in
the organic growth of our supply chain services and our strong balance sheet keeps us
in the market for opportunities that will add
value for our customers. We are also excited
about the tremendous pipeline of prime government contract opportunities.
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A New Golden Age

of Aircraft Cabin Interiors
The MRO modification market is the fastest growing according to ICF.
Photo: AFI KLM, E&M, Patrick Delapierre

Analysis by Jonathan Berger, Vice President, ICF International

T

hey say the past is prologue, history has a way of repeating
itself, it’s déjà vu all over again. I find it fascinating that
over the past two decades, aircraft cabin interior design
has transitioned from a 3 class configuration (first, business, coach) - to two classes (business and coach) - and now back
to 3, albeit with different names (business, premium economy,
economy).

The term “cabin densification” - squeezing in more seats on an
aircraft - is all the rage with cabin interior designers and manufacturers. There are now a host of innovative new slim seats, slim
lavatories, slim galleys, slim coat closets, etc. And on-board, highspeed wifi is no longer a novelty or competitive differentiator, but is
a basic passenger expectation.

So what has driven many of the leading global airlines to come full
circle? There are three primary factors driving global air carriers
to upgrade their aircraft interiors; 1) growth of the Middle Eastern and Asian carriers, which have raised the bar for passenger
amenities and comfort, 2) airlines with more excess cash thanks to
low fuel costs and consolidation, and 3) a fierce global battle for
the lucrative business traveler market.
Historically, airlines refreshed their cabin interiors once a decade
during a major aircraft overhaul. Today, the situation has clearly changed. Similar to the constant need to upgrade your smart
phone every few years, the fiercely competitive airline industry
must keep up with the rapid pace of on-board product and technology innovation.
This confluence of competitive dynamics has ushered in, what I
believe to be, a new golden era of aircraft cabin interiors that
will have a lasting impact on the air transport industry. And this
new golden age is not limited to the major international carriers
- cabin interior product suppliers have recently introduced a host
of new, innovative products designed specifically for low cost carriers as well.
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Embraer promises more durable and easier to reconfigure cabins.
Photo: Embraer

As a result, the aircraft MRO modification market has surpassed
engine maintenance as the fastest growing MRO segment with a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.3%. Here at ICF Aviation consultancy, we size the MRO modification market at US$4.4
billion growing to US$7.4 billion over the next 10 years.
For airframe MRO providers, this equates to tens of thousands of
man-hours. We anticipate this will create increased competition
for hangar slots, and could drive up labor rates, which have been
flat for over a decade.
Surprisingly, one would think that these are the best of times for
seat and cabin parts manufacturers. But ask any airline or OEM
who their lowest performing suppliers are and their answer is

unanimous: “our seat and
cabin interior suppliers”.
The situation reminds me of
the classic “I love Lucy” episode where Lucy and Ethel
are working on the chocolate
candy assembly line and hilariously can’t keep up with
the production volume. The
cabin suppliers are attempting to simultaneously manage both historic OEM demand to meet record aircraft
production rates AND surgBerger sees a new golden
ing airline demand for the
era of aircraft cabin interiors.
latest cabin interior products.
The supply chain is clearly
overwhelmed and simply cannot keep up. Should the major cabin
interior suppliers fail to get their respective acts together – and
soon – then we should logically expect to see a proliferation of
new market entrants and significant growth opportunities for PMA
suppliers.
That said, at long last it appears that we have found ourselves in
the midst of an epic global battle to improve aircraft interior product quality and comfort in order to attract and retain a discerning
customer base. I say… bring on ever more comfortable, fully lie
flat seats (each with aisle access!), celebrity chef inspired “farm-toaircraft” meal options, and widescreen LED in-seat video with the
latest creative internet streaming content.

Seat based innovation is a key selling point.
Photo: AFI KLM, E&M, Patrick Delapierre

As a hardcore road warrior, I’m excited to reap the benefits
from this new golden age of aircraft cabin interior products
and design.
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People On The Move
ATR’s shareholders, Airbus
Group
and Leonardo -Finmeccanica, have
appointed
Christian
Scherer
as
Chief Executive Officer of
ATR. He sucChristian Scherer
ceeds Patrick
de
Castelbajac, who will become Company Secretary
and Chief of Staff as well as member of the
Executive Committee of Airbus. The transition
will become effective on November 1, 2016.
Christian Scherer will run the company for a
four-year term in order to ensure stability and
continuity as the company continues its growth.
Giovanni Tramparulo, current CFO of ATR,
has also been given a renewed four-year term.

Airbus Group
has appointed
Rodin Lyasoff
as Chief Executive
Officer of A³,
the advanced
projects and
partnerships
outpost
of
Airbus Group
in Silicon ValRodin Lyasoff
ley. He succeeds
Paul
Eremenko who became Airbus Group’s Chief
Technology Officer. The appointment is effective immediately. Lyasoff previously served as
a project executive at A³; he has been a part
of the A³ family since September 2015. An
accomplished leader in technologies such as
autonomous flying vehicles, flight controls,
software, systems, and simulation, Lyasoff has
served as lead controls and software engineer
on many UAV programs, including the AAI
Shadow and NASA’s Mars Flyer Demonstrator while at Rockwell Collins.

Embraer has strengthened its corporate team
in Europe, Middle East and Africa with the
appointment of Guy Douglas as Director of
Corporate Communications EMEA. Douglas
will report to Jorge Ramos, Embraer’s President EMEA, and in matrix to Saulo Passos,
Global Head of Marketing and Communications. He will cover the region from the Embraer EMEA headquarters in Amsterdam.

Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries appointed
Kiyoshi
O k a z o e
as the new
President,
Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries America.
(MHIA), effective October
Kiyoshi Okazoe
1, 2016. A
veteran of the
MHI North America operations, Okazoe has
succeeded Kenji Ando, who assumed the
position of President and CEO, Energy & Environment, based in Tokyo.

AerData,
a
Boeing Company, the provider of lease
management, records
management
and engine
fleet planning
software, reported
that
Matthew
Matthew Bull
Bull has been
named Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), AerData. Matt will
be responsible for leading AerData through
the next phase of growth, building on the
solid foundation achieved by Mark Nieuwendijk and Paul van Tol, founders and
former Co-CEOs of AerData.

Embraer has
named Martyn Holmes
as the new
Vice
President, Leasing,
for Embraer
Commercial
Aviation, effective September 2016,
reporting diMartyn Holmes
rectly to John
Slattery,
President and CEO, Embraer Commercial
Aviation. Based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Holmes joined Embraer in 2012 as
Sales Director for Northern Europe, and had
previously been Sales Director, Asia Pacific,
for Rolls-Royce Civil Aerospace (Derby, UK)

from 2007 to 2012, and Sales Director at International Aero Engines (Hartford, CT), from
2005 to 2007.

Airbus Group has appointed François Auque
and Thomas d’Halluin to lead the European
and U.S. venture investment activities, respectively, of its “Airbus Ventures” initiative. Auque
previously served as Executive Vice-President
of Space Systems and CEO Airbus Defence
and Space France, while d’Halluin was COO
of Airbus Ventures activities since it began.
The appointments are effective immediately.

M a r c u s
Motschenbacher, until
now
Director Network
Sales & Customer Service
for Lufthansa
Technik AG in
Hamburg, is
the new CEO
of Lufthansa
Marcus Motschenbacher
Technik Malta.
Marcus
Motschenbacher replaces Stephan Drewes,
who is now heading up the Production Network Aircraft Base Maintenance for Lufthansa Technik in Hamburg. Stephan Drewes, a
computer science graduate, had been CEO
of Lufthansa Technik Malta since 2011.

Stephen Daintith has been appointed Chief
Financial Officer for Rolls-Royce and as an
executive director of Rolls-Royce Holdings.
Stephen will take up his new role in 2017,
succeeding David Smith who will leave RollsRoyce after three years to pursue other business interests. David will remain in post into
the New Year to ensure an effective transition.
Stephen Daintith is currently Chief Financial
Officer of Daily Mail & General Trust. Previously he was employed by News International
as Chief Financial Officer and Chief Operations Officer of Dow Jones & Co.
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